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Who is Bill’d. A story by-product, in rough.  

 

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

By Goura Fotadar 

Date typed up: 21418 

 

theme: Journalism: what of this is fiction?  

News on the storage front; while the local “cops” cars get washed a t the car wash across the street; on 

whose bill? And on whose billing consent.  

 

tag[s]: social welfare, combat phenologies , virtual identities misused by others in struggles of who is 

actually final authority, the guessing game goes on … uh, ? , the results for / of patrol drills, and whilst I 

squeeze in more public computer hours, civil right[s], and freedom of speech, American nationality and 

progressive actualities of intercultures 

 

As at the front of the cited: o.c. ; the ongoing social welfare worker for cited: food stamps and food 

issues; was in today; under my oath; concerned that; I was asking if he had any references for free 

storage for homeless working people 
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theme: why did it stink? Homeless style.  The message says: get raped and or arrested if you shower 

here; even though we offer uh, showers. In this operative’s assessment. What are the other functional 

non-rape and arrested [unjust, and false] bathing and cleaning options; well ask someone that is 

actually homeless and not those that shit their pants with the water running in the shower as the 

caseworkers and staff watch in their impersonation of real joy. And as you smell shit while washing 

your hands nearby with soap; huh, I didn’t think this soap smelled like this. Recently I found out 

through some type of informant again, and that’s it has likely been mentioned before: but I just forgot; 

that shitting your pants at any time for a non-medical emergency reason is a form of severe anti-

semitism; like even for toward those who aren’t actualized and or jewish, and threatening to have the 

*Asians jumped by nigga-s before the assessment was curbed into soapy uh falling onto you water, 

my god and to think my brother 

is black, 

[which one] [why, not use technology accurately and do a (cited) dna, test. Uh, I don’t know.] 

and he referred me to the same caseworker as the end all answer similar to likely [who this caseworker] 

Yahuweh in confirmed scriptures of how to qualify while still waiting for two years, for free storage for 

the working for no living wage, homeless and or those deployed in the exact equivalent such. While the 

non-equivalently homeless have all the storage they need both in homeless rest-spots and lockers for 

the homeless. Good Job, not; caseworkers. How long will such deployments a non-cake-ing hell, last: 

domestically. Perhaps Yahuweh knows The Answer. Just Find: Him/Her and Ask? It’s no difficult thing.  

The social welfare worker also seemed blasted in confusion that he had once provided me with a 

reference for shoes, when the cited: o.c. refused, 

To provide me with shoes, and or a backpack; because the non-reforming drug addicts; and I’ll just say it: 

all not actually Asian [and this includes cultural representation outside of just plain race, too] just don’t 

like me, it’s personal! 

theme: ew! They’re giving out Asian food, again; I hate that stuff the non actual Asian people yell food 

from cited: Whole Foods; it’s so cheap and boring. How do you classify actual Asian-full in this country 

of Actual superiority in culture qualified finally as not black, white, chicano, tribal indian; but yes, we 

all know Asian-full; consider, this a final declaration of how and which culture has dominantly paved 

the way the next time you call my round I a nigga with the other ending while white staff and black 

staff pretend no, really that’s o.k. they’ve had a hard life; you mean compared to who, the Budda? 

(cited;) ; I dunno; ask a real cultural anthropologist? What’s that say the coked up caseworkers? You 

know, I could hire reforming drug addicts, instead; and not the guys gassing on purpose directly on my 

food.  

theme: who has had a hard life compared to the cited: Buddha, who is it.  
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I guess he found out my real race; since the local authorities have been writing down my race and 

qualifications as is convenient for them. 

You are male, white , no black, no Mexican, no Cherokee, you never went to college, you are a drug 

addict, you are a criminal, 

And they are the leader of the cited: U.N., NATO … 

No! 

I’m genocide-ed upon central Asian, and from the American hood, as in the ghetto where I was assigned 

to a terrorist family as an operative which I entered into as birth;  

I then barely graduated  despite being a child prodigy because my terrorist family decided this meant I 

was actually  mentally retarded and deserved to be enslaved if they couldn’t rape everyone, everywhere 

[or couldn’t get through me to do it; let’s call this part real black ops; cited] while working as a slave yes 

an Asian slave in my own country [a-m-a]: American style ; and transferred to the most pres. University 

for free (mostly) where I graduated from; I then stopped being poor as an operative; but I wasn’t born 

poor; my trust fund which owns the cited: o.c. and not some white folks pretending to be uh, ? is non 

accessible except for my consent for uses of charity that I benefit from also as much as I need it: them; 

and so on; not as much as the cited: o.c. staff think they want to earn; and I have to consent to hire 

them; which I didn’t … my trust fund like a biblical myth owns everything: 

And  

I am the leader of NATO; which I invented when I was young; the leader of the UN; which I also invented; 

and much much more many things and titles that I uh saw in a cited: bipolar disorder and drug induced 

vision? Yeah, right. [which part,] 

And I’m not physically male just because I went to a reputed male school.  Statistics mean only one thing. 

I’m smarter and better than you are; and when you say you are the …; you are cheating and committing 

a felony. I did actually work harder against unforeseeable disadvantage worldwide as the leader of what 

which qualifies me to be the actual what ? and no this is not the 1400s 

Anyway, the caseworkers smiled happily that they could continue to complete federal violations under 

the non-consented to owner/sponsor’s  

criminal immunity: oh, moi.  

Yes,  

And they giggle never actually having produced any work. I’m sure they are just plagiarizing everything 

they claim; they can hardly even walk their own b odies without committing unjust crime; and they are 

not disabled or something.  
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Reminder: it’s been a year and moving toward two year waiting list for storage for my work related stuff; 

one locker, and I own the place. That bitch just doesn’t want me to have storage, in an act of racism 

against actual work.  Who and who all qualifies as that bitch. And when it’s not me she deprives of my 

own stuff stomping her feet as she shits her pants in public, it’s the rest of actualized and hard-working 

militia and all like them; this is called racism; severe racism; and it’s not always connected to the basic 

dumbasses version of racial comprehension.  

 


